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ABSTRACT61
The Solar Activity Magnetic Monitor (SAMM) Network (SAMNet) is a future UK-led interna-62
tional network of ground-based solar telescope stations. SAMNet, at its full capacity, will con-63
tinuously monitor the Sun’s intensity, magnetic and Doppler velocity fields at multiple heights64
in the solar atmosphere (from photosphere to upper chromosphere). Each SAMM sentinel will be65
equipped with a cluster of identical telescopes each with different magneto-optical filter (MOFs) to66
take observations in K I, Na D and Ca I spectral bands. A subset of SAMM stations will have white-67
light coronagraphs and emission line coronal spectropolarimeters. The objectives of SAMNet are68
to provide observational data for the space weather research and forecast. The goal is to achieve an69
operationally sufficient lead time of e.g. flare warning of 2-8 hours, and provide much sought-after70
continuous synoptic maps (e.g., LoS magnetic and velocity fields, intensity) of the lower solar at-71
mosphere with a spatial resolution limited only by seeing or diffraction limit, and with a cadence72
of 10 minutes. The individual SAMM sentinels will be connected into their master HQ hub where73
data received from all the slave stations will be automatically processed and flare warning issued74
up to 26 hrs in advance.75
Key words. Sun-flares-precursors
1. Introduction76
The Earth’s atmosphere and the magnetosphere are constantly buffeted by a continuous flow of solar77
particles originating in the solar atmosphere. This continuous flow may suddenly be enhanced and78
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enter into the Earth’s upper atmosphere when a high-intensity solar flare (e.g. above M5-class, using79
the GOES classification) or a massive coronal mass ejection (CME) erupts in the solar atmosphere80
and reaches Earth after propagating across the interplanetary space. The frequency of these most81
energetic events of the entire Solar System follows the 11-year solar cycle.82
At the peak of the solar activity cycle, several dangerously high-intensity class flares and83
CMEs may occur (on average, around 2-3 per day at maximum). When a CME associated84
with a flare arrives to Earth several days later, its interaction with Earth’s magnetosphere may85
trigger geomagnetic storms, with the additional (sometimes dramatic) consequences for various86
technological systems critical to our civilization (e.g., natural gas and oil pipelines, power lines,87
telecommunication, navigation etc). These societal assets and services are vital for the economic88
welfare and security of every citizen, but may be subject to failure due to solar activity, as it has89
indeed happened in the past (see e.g. Eastwood et al., 2017).90
91
A crucial difference between today’s world and the one from the many centuries ago is that we92
are now substantially more reliant upon computers and communications to run our commerce,93
work facilities, and even our forms of entertainment and recreation. The initial 15 geostationary94
and a few tens of Molniya-orbit communication satellites operated in 1989 have grown to more95
than several hundreds by now. Space weather may now affect such critical areas as: (1) the commu-96
nication and navigation systems, (2) spacecraft operations, (3) global technological systems: power97
line distribution, pipeline operations, geophysical exploration, (4) research: balloon and rocket98
experiments, carbon dating, ozone measurements, and (5) the aircraft and commercial space travel99
(see, Figure 1 in Pevtsov, 2017). Our current economic development places even greater demands100
on the power network infrastructure and near Earth space-based assets. Due to such a reliance101
on global technological systems it is now believed that one of the biggest threat of civilisation102
breakdown may come from space weather. Therefore the question is not anymore ”whether” it will103
occur, but ”when” and ”how strong”. A direct consequence of and follow-up to this question is that104
one should improve a space weather early warning system by developing new capabilities for the105
observations and modelling of space weather precursors. This latter is the context of this current106
paper. With the Solar Activity Monitor Network (SAMNet) we now take a step in the direction to107
develop a ground-based facility for advanced space weather warning, in particular, to improve flare108
forecasting. The core scientific concept and underpinning scientific justification (see Section 2)109
behind SAMNet is the idea to exploit the line-of-sight (LoS) component primarily of the magnetic110
and additionally of the velocity (i.e. Doppler) fields observable not just at the visible surface of111
the Sun (i.e. in the photosphere) but at a range of heights in the lower solar atmosphere in order to112
improve the lead time for flare warning.113
114
In this paper, we focus on the use of the measurable LoS component of magnetic data as115
this is a more popular and developed area for space weather pre-cursor applications. However,116
there is emerging literature about how the Doppler data of the near-side Sun may be used for117
imaging the emergence of active region of the far-side (see e.g. Zhao et al., 2019). Another118
growing application of the Doppler velocity fields is related to the evolution of magnetic helic-119
ity. In particular, the shearing and emerging components of helocity may provide additional120
and complementary pre-flare warning. How to determine these helicity components of the121
temporally varying magnetic helicity, how to assess their capability to serve as flare warning,122
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and how information on the LoS velocity components of the magnetised plasma will constrain123
the analysis, is demonstrated e.g. by Ye et al. (2018); Korsós et al. (2020b).124
Novel flare prediction methods recently developed have already demonstrated, through observa-125
tions and 3D simulations of Active Region (AR) dynamics, that information about the magnetic126
field at various heights in the lower solar atmosphere, in particular in the chromosphere, has the127
potential to considerably improve forecasting lead times. Therefore, a facility is now needed to128
provide a routine and continuous supply of magnetic and velocity field data of the entire solar129
disk, not just ARs, at various atmospheric heights and in particular the chromosphere. One needs130
to emphasise at this point that SAMNet and its core Solar Activity Magnetic Monitor (SAMM)131
instrument will be capable of acquiring the full disk magnetograms, which then can be used for a132
more in depth analysis of sub-areas around ARs.133
134
After a brief summary in Sec. 2.1, the so-called weighted magnetic gradient (WGM) method is135
introduced. WGM is particularly developed to exploit measurements of a SAMNet-type facility. The136
method is based on assessing the evolution of the horizontal gradient of LoS component of magnetic137
fields observable by a series of SAMMs, the core instruments of SAMNet, in focused areas of ARs.138
Although we demonstrate the underlying science for ARs only, one has to recognise the importance139
of full disk magnetic observations. For example, CMEs often originate from (and their magnetic140
field is defined by) the chromospheric filament eruptions. Observing only ARs may miss other141
source regions of CMEs. Also, CME triggers may be remote, and so, without a global (full disk)142
view they could be missed too. In Sec. 2.2, arguments are also made using machine learning in143
favour of why a cost-effective set of low-resolution diffraction-limited ground-based solar telescope144
system like SAMNet may provide data with sufficient resolution and accuracy for flare eruption145
warning. In Sec. 2.3, it is demonstrated what gain in forecasting lead time may be achieved by146
applying the WGM method to SAMM-type LoS magnetic data of the lower solar atmosphere. Here,147
the concept of optimum height is introduced where such LoS data of ARs may yield the best lead148
time (see Sec. 2.3.3). Next, in Sec. 3, the concept of MOF is introduced with applications to observe149
the lower solar atmosphere, followed by Sec. 4 devoted to the novel idea of tuning MOFs. Sec. 5150
embarks on the introduction of the SAMM, an instrument realisation of mounting MOF-based filters151
on solar telescopes. The Solar Activity Monitor Network as an ensemble of SAMM solar telescope152
stations is introduced and discussed in Sec. 6. Finally, Sec. 7 discusses the potential future directions153
and limitations of a SAMNet-type of flare forecasting system.154
2. Forecasting using LoS component of solar magnetic fields: WGM method155
and ML approach as underpinning science156
Here, we embark on a brief but necessary scientific justification in favour of the WGM method157
that enables e.g. flare forecasting at source, using LoS solar atmospheric magnetic data that are158
obtained by e.g. a series of SAMM sentinels of SAMNet. In the Introduction, it was mentioned159
that we employ ARs as examples. However, the method may work equally well for the entire solar160
disk, subject to some limiting selection criteria outlined below (e.g. for reducing inaccuracy caused161
by measuring the magnetic field close to limb, etc.). It is also not claimed that the WGM method is162
superior when compared to other methods. There are a number of excellent methods available in163
the literature that rely on a range of predictive parameters of solar eruptions (see e.g. Georgoulis,164
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2013; Barnes et al., 2016; Leka et al., 2018, 2019a,b, and references therein). However, most165
flare and CME forecast methods apply only photospheric magnetic and Doppler data of ARs for166
forecasting. Some recent, pioneering approaches with varying degrees of success attempt already to167
incorporate solar atmospheric extreme ultraviolet (EUV) data and/or use Machine Learning in order168
to improve forecasting accuracy (see e.g. Qahwaji and Colak, 2007; Bobra and Couvidat, 2015;169
Anastasiadis et al., 2017; Florios et al., 2018; Kim et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019; Campi et al.,170
2019; Camporeale, 2019). Caveats of applying ML techniques is also addressed in Liu et al. (2021).171
172
Detailed information on measuring, and the consequent modelling, of the 3D magnetic field173
structure of the solar magnetic field, in particular for an AR, would be important to obtain more174
accurate insight into the pre-flare evolution locally in the solar atmosphere. However, direct routine175
observations of the 3D magnetic field in the lower solar atmosphere, above the photosphere up176
into the top of the chromosphere, are currently not available. An overwhelming majority of177
observations these days refer to either the LoS component or the full magnetic field vector178
in the photosphere only. Nowadays, approximate methods for modelling the local magnetic179
field vector in the solar atmosphere include its construction using current free (potential, PF) or180
nonlinear force-free field (NLFFF) extrapolation techniques. In practice, however, to construct181
an accurate and reliable 3D magnetic field structure, also called the magnetic skeleton, of an AR182
from photospheric measurements is still a challenging task with a number of caveats, see e.g.183
Wiegelmann and Sakurai (2012).184
185
The focus of this section is to demonstrate why it is sufficient for an efficient and accurate flare186
forecasting to observe (i) only the line-of-sight (LoS) component of the solar magnetic field BLoS ,187
and (ii) BLoS at a range of heights in the lower solar atmosphere measured e.g. by an instrument suit188
like SAMMs of SAMNet. In Sec. 2.1, the core principles and applicability of the WGM are outlined,189
while the section on employing machine leaning (Sec. 2.2) is a key aspect to demonstrate that the190
skill score is basically not changing drastically by binning the HMI data. This latter information191
is in support of applying low-resolution, basically seeing-limited (and also diffraction limited) LoS192
magnetic data.193
2.1. The WGM method194
It is shown by e.g. Schrijver (2007) that the most intense flares are in connection with the location195
of the strongest magnetic gradient. The weighted horizontal magnetic gradient (WGM) method was196
developed and introduced originally by Korsós et al. (2015, 2019, 2020a) for the pre-flare tracking197
of ARs in the photosphere. The concept of the method is based on the evolution of the weighted198
horizontal magnetic gradient of the LoS component of the magnetic field (WGM) between two199
opposite polarities in a δ-spot at the solar surface. Therefore, one needs to identify the δ-spot(s) of200
the selected ARs for the WGM method. To find a δ-spot, we adopted and apply the automatic PIL201
recognition program developed by Cui et al. (2006).202
Figure 1a illustrates the methodological framework of the WGM method applied to an arbitrary203
example, say AR11166. The WGM quantity itself is defined as a proxy to measure the magnetic204
non-potentiality in a contoured-up region of interest where Dpn is the distance between the area-205
weighted centers of the positive and negative polarities (barycenters) in this cluster, see Fig. 1b.206
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(a) (b)
Fig. 1. Diagnostic diagrams of a sample investigated AR 11166. The upper panel of column a) is the varia-
tion of the WGM parameter and the lower panel shows the evolution of the distance (Dpn). The right panels
in column (b) are the white light (upper panel) and LoS magnetogram (lower panel) images of AR 11166
taken at 07:59 on 9 March 2011.
AR 11166 produced a strong X1-class flare according to the GOES flare classification system.207
The pre-flare dynamics and the related physical processes at the solar surface were investi-208
gated using data with an hourly temporal resolution from joint HMIDD ground- (Debrecen209
Heliophysical Observatory, DHO) and space-based (Helioseismic and Magnetic Imager on-board210
Solar Dynamics Observatory, SDO/HMI) sunspot data catalogues (see, e.g. Baranyi et al., 2016)211
from 2010 to 2014. The WGM analyses focused on the vicinity of polarity inversion line(s) (PILs),212
which is within the red ellipse(s) in Fig. 1b. This is the area where the indicative characteristic213
features of the imminent flaring behaviour appear up to two-three days prior to the actual flare onset.214
215
By inspecting Fig. 1a, two important findings of the WGM method are as follows: i) First, a216
prominent and characteristic pre-flare patterns of the WGM proxy quantity is identified: increasing217
phase, maximum and gradual decrease prior to flaring. The overall pre-flare behaviour of the WGM218
parameter is approximated by aqua ”inverted V-shape” on the top panel of Fig. 1a. This characteris-219
tic pre-flare behaviour is also confirmed by Korsós et al. (2015, 2019) in further approximately 130220
flare cases between 1996-2014, where a linear relationship was found between the pre-flare WGM221
maximum (WGmax
M
) and the largest flare intensity class of the AR investigated. This relationship222
yields a tool to estimate the expected flare intensity following the preceding maximum of WGM.223
ii) Further, the introduction of WGM enables to determine a second flare precursor. Namely, the224
two barycenters of opposite polarities display an unique characteristic pattern of converging and225
diverging motions prior to the flare, which is illustrated with a red ”U”-shaped parabolic curve in226
the lower panel of Fig. 1a. This ”U”-shaped precursor allows to estimate the expected onset time of227
flare in a δ-type AR.228
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In summary, applying the WGM-method to photospheric data only yields an about 7 hrs gain in229
lead time. Here, at this point, we wish to emphasise that achieving this progress is made by em-230
ploying a relatively low spatial resolution (of the order of an arcsec) that is typical for ground-based231
observatories, as would be expected from e.g. SAMNet as a lower limit, routinely monitoring232
the solar surface with a cadence of as low as about an hour. SAMNet will have, however, a bet-233
ter cadence at about 10 mins for a fixed wavelength that enables then a more accurate flare234
warning.235
2.2. Application of ML to LoS magnetic fields236
In this section, we support the efforts that rely on how robust space weather forecasting, using LoS237
magnetic data, can be against resolution issues, i.e. how suitable a ground-based seeing-limited238
instrumentation is. We show that downgrading the HMI data does not really influence the skills239
cores/probabilities of forecasting.240
ML methods can be used to build a solar flare forecasting model (Camporeale, 2019). Some241
of these rely on parameters calculated from the observational images (Nishizuka et al., 2018;242
Wang et al., 2020); others directly input solar images and automatically extract forecasting pat-243
terns (Huang et al., 2018; Park et al., 2018). We apply convolutional neural networks (CNN), which244
can process images directly, to explore the influence of image resolution on the performance of245
solar flare forecasting model. CNN is mainly composed of the convolutional layer, the nonlinear246
layer, the pooling layer and the fully connected layer. The convolutional layer is applied to extract247
forecasting patterns, the nonlinear layer provides the nonlinear transform in the forecasting model,248
the pooling layer is used to reduce the complexity of the forecasting model, and the fully connected249
layer is the last layer in CNN, the relationships between forecasting patterns and solar flares are250




























Fig. 2. Flow chart for exploring influence of resolution on model performance.
The original HMI magnetograms of active regions and their downgrading images are fed into252
the CNNs, respectively, as shown in Fig. 2. The models can provide forecasting results by us-253
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ing magnetograms with different resolutions. By comparing the performances of these models, we254
can estimate the influence of image resolution on forecasting model. Using bi-cubic interpolation255
method, we now downgrade the original image 1α (α =10, 20, . . . , 100) times. The flaring sample256
is considered as positive sample, meanwhile, the non-flaring sample is considered as negative sam-257
ple. Hence, there are four possible outcomes in the solar flare forecasting model: i) True positive258
(TP) are that samples are correctly predicted as positive; ii) True negative (TN) are that samples are259
correctly predicted as negative; iii) False positive (FP) are that samples are wrongly predicted as260
positive; and iv) False negative (FN) are that samples are wrongly predicted as negative.261
Based on these possible outcomes, the true skill score (TSS) (Eq 1) is considered as the index to262
evaluate the model performance.263
TS S =
T P
T P + FN
+
T N
T N + FP
− 1, (1)264
The performance of forecasting models built on magnetograms with different spatial resolutions265
is shown in Fig. 3. The result indicates that the ML-based forecasting model is not sensitive for the266
spatial resolution of the input images. The ML-based model can work well, even if the input image267
is downgraded to 1/90 of the original size for HMI magnetograms. This result is rather important268
for facilities like SAMNet that may not achieve very high resolution due to the limiting effects of269
seeing (and diffraction, unless going for large apertures, say above 30 cm or even larger).270















Fig. 3. Performance of forecasting models trained on magnetograms with different spatial resolutions.
Original images are downgraded 1/α times.
2.3. The power of WGM - Forecasting as function of height with SAMNet-type data271
Let us apply the WGM method to LoS magnetic data in the lower solar atmosphere to establish how272
to further increase the flare prediction capability of the method. We now describe and demonstrate273
with a typical example how the forecast lead time gained by applying the WGM-method to photo-274
spheric magnetic data can be even further improved by applying it to 3D LoS magnetic data at a275
range of heights across the lower solar atmosphere that may be delivered by a SAMM instrument.276
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For the demonstrating the power of applying LoS magnetic data at a range of heights, a 3D277
magnetic map data catalogue is constructed, which includes the area, mean magnetic field data278
and the location (Carrington coordinates, L for longitude and B for latitude) of sunspots of ARs279
at every 45 km in height from the photosphere into the lower corona on an hourly bases for the280
selected ARs. Eligible ARs now have to satisfy the a suit of selection criteria, see Korsós et al.281
(2019, 2020a). These criteria are a little different, i.e. more restrictive, from those when compared282
to the criteria of the photospheric event selection, applied in Sec. 2.1.283
284
Once the above selection criteria are satisfied for an AR, first we use extrapolation to construct285
the 3D magnetic skeleton of this AR. Next, as a function of height, the WGM-method is employed286
and the gain in lead time of flare onset forecasting is determined and compared to the counterpart287
lead time using photospheric data only. Finally, we search for a range of heights where best lead288
time improvement can be achieved. Such height will be called the optimum height. Once a solar289
magnetic monitoring system, e.g. SAMNet, would observe the LoS component of the magnetic290
field at the optimum heights in the lower solar atmosphere, this would then yield the best possible291
flare onset forecast.292
2.3.1. 3D magnetic skeleton of Active Regions293
It has recently been shown by Korsós et al. (2020a) that potential field (PF) extrapolation ap-294
proaches are sufficient and there is no need for CPU/GPU-hungry and also time-consuming more295
complex extrapolations. For a demonstration, here, we use the HMI LoS magnetograms as a photo-296
spheric lower boundary for constructing the magnetic skeleton of two random examples, say ARs297
11166 and 12192, each embedded in a 3D box (see Fig. 4). The ARs are tracked by using the
Fig. 4. The figure illustrates the three-dimensional magnetic field of a) AR AR11166 (left) and b) 12192
(right). The red-blue colour bar refers to the positive-negative polarity vertical Bz magnetic field values mea-
sured at the solar surface and computed as function of heights in the solar atmosphere. Particular heights
outlining approximately the heights of the line formation of K I, Na D, Ca I and He I are highlighted.
298
Yet Another Feature Tracking Algorithm1 (YAFTA; Welsch and Longcope, 2003; DeForest et al.,299
2007). For the PF extrapolation, we use the method published by Gary (1989). To extrapolate the300
1 YAFTA is available from http://solarmuri.ssl.berkeley.edu/?welsch/public/software/YAFTA
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PF magnetic fields at every moment of time, we employed the LFFF IDL extrapolation code from301
www.heliodocs.com2, which is based on Gary (1989).302
Figure 4 illustrates the three-dimensional magnetic field of AR 11166 (left) and AR 12192 (right),303
respectively, using the PF method described above. At horizontal crosscuts corresponding to304
the approximate heights of the line formation of K I, Na D, Ca I and He I chromospheric305
lines the LoS component of the magnetic field could be observed with a solar telescope (e.g. a306
SAMM) that is equipped with e.g. K I, Na D, Ca I and He I filters. The horizontal cuts at the307
formation height of the He 10830 Å line would be a height of ”sunspot tracker” at the top of the308
chromosphere. In the next section, the WGM-method will be applied and evaluated to determine309
the lead time for flare forecast at cross-cut from the photosphere into the deep chromosphere to310
demonstrate the power of concept of SAMM-based SAMNet.311
2.3.2. Application of WGM to 3D magnetic skeleton of Active Regions312
Korsós et al. (2018) identified the so-called optimum heights above the photosphere where the flare313
precursors of the WGM method appear earliest prior to flares of a simulated AR. This finding has led314
Korsós et al. (2020a) to test and validate the modelling with real solar active regions. They embarked315
on analysing the variation of the flare onset lead time for 20 flares taking place in 13 ARs. They316
found that the lead time estimate can be improved by an additional 2-8 hrs when compared to the317
counterpart lead times obtained only from photospheric LoS magnetic data of the same ARs.318
Let us put this in the context of yet missing routine chromospheric magnetic field observations319
where this gap will be closed up by SAMNet. Figure 5 shows the application of the WGM method to320
the 3D magnetic field of ARs 11166 (left panel) and 12192 (right panel), respectively. The evolution321
of the value of WGM and the distance parameter Dpm are plotted at particular heights representing322
the photosphere (upper left pair) and the line formation heights of K I (upper right pair), Na D323
(lower left pair) and Ca I (lower right). The x-axis is time, measured in days. For a given pair324
of panels, the upper panel is the temporal variation of WGM. The pre-flare behavior of WGM is325
fitted by an nth-order polynomial (red line), where the orange dot corresponds to the maximum of326
WGM. The bottom panel demonstrates the evolution of Dpn. The consecutive maximum-minimum-327
maximum (orange-blue-orange dots) locations of the fitted nth-degree polynomial highlight the full328
converging-diverging motion uncovered by Dpn. For details about how the minimum value of Dpn329
is determined, see e.g. Korsós et al. (2019). The vertical green stripe indicates the moment when330
the flare occurred. Even a simple visual inspection shows that the characteristic pre-flare features331
vary as a function of height. The heights are chosen to match the approximate formation heights of332
the three lines (K I, Na D, Ca I) as these are popular lines to measure the chromospheric magnetic333
field.334
Next, we demonstrate the role of optimum height, i.e. the height for achieving the longest gain in335
the lead time for estimating the flare onset using the WGM method, and whether this height can be336
find by using a SAMM sentinel equipped with a series of filters (e.g. K I, Na D and Ca I, and He I337
1083 at a later stage) to measure the required LoS magnetic fields in the lower solar atmosphere.338
2 http://www.heliodocs.com/php/xdoc print.php?file=SSW/packages/spvm/idl/bff/bff.pro
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Fig. 5. The figure illustrates the application of the WGM method to the 3D magnetic field of ARs 11166 (left
panel) and 12192 (right panel), respectively. The evolution of the value of WGM and the distance parameter
Dpm are plotted at particular heights representing the line formation heights of K I, Na D and Ca I. The green
strip denotes the onset of the X2.0 flare observed. The vertical blue line marks the moment of closest position
of the positive/negative barycentres at a range of heights including the photosphere and the line formation
heights of K I, Na D and Ca I lines.
2.3.3. Optimum height for forecasting339
The evolution of the WGM and the Dpn are different at various heights, as has been described above340
(see Fig. 5). In order to optimise the flare precursor capability of the WGM method, let us now341
identify optimum height(s) in the solar atmosphere. There, the precursor behaviours of the WGM342
and Dpn parameters are identifiable earliest prior to each flare. The optimum height(s) are also where343
these parameters would concurrently yield the earliest signs of pre-flare behavior in time.344
First, in Fig. 6a,b we plot the variation of the start time of the approaching phase (labelled as345
”Starting”), the moment of the closest approach (labelled as ”Minimum”) and the flare onset time346
of the X1.5 (left panel) and X2.0 (right panel) flares (red line) as a function of height. In Fig. 6,347
the filled grey squares mark the estimated line formation heights for the K I, Na D, Ca I and He I348
1083 magnetically sensitive spectral lines. Most noticeable is that, in general, there are certain349
heights above the photosphere and well in the chromosphere where the approaching motions began350
hours earlier and reach the closest point of approach also hours earlier than at the photosphere or at351
other heights in the solar atmosphere. The actual numerical evaluation shows that the gained lead352
time is about 3/8 hours, would a flare prediction been attempted using chromospheric data, for the353
X1.5/X2.0 flare, respectively, when compared to their respective photospheric counterparts. This354
would be a definite (for the X1.5) or an even more considerable (for the X2.0) improvement in355
determining the flare onset time, would a solar instrumentation measuring routinely LoS magnetic356
data in the chromosphere. A more comprehensive analysis of Korsós et al. (2020a) has shown that,357
in spite of the apparent limitations of employing PF extrapolations only, the potential lead-time358
improvement for estimating the flare onset time varies in the interval (2, 8) hours if one applies the359
WGM method to an identified ”sunspot” in the height region between ∼800-1000 and ∼1800 km360
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Fig. 6. The figure illustrates the application of the WGM method to the LoS component of the 3D magnetic
field skeleton of a) AR 11166 (left) and b, AR 12192 (right), respectively, to determine optimum forecasting
height. The moments of starting and closest convergence (i.e. minimum) times are deduced by the maximum
and minimum values, respectively, of the best nth degree polynomial fit to the Dpn data. The colour bar gives
information about the actual value of Dpn. The grey zones are only indicative line formation heights.
above the photosphere.361
362
Let us now summarise the main science pillars and findings of Sec. 2 that supports the concept of363
constructing SAMMs with the purpose of improving flare forecasting. It is shown that it is sufficient364
for yielding an efficient and accurate flare forecasting to analyse only the line-of-sight component365
of the solar magnetic field BLoS , and that analysing BLoS at a range of heights in the lower solar366
atmosphere opens up to gain a considerable forecasting lead time. No high resolution is necessary,367
seeing or diffraction limited observations would be sufficient. Now, in the following sections, we368
outline how to realise these science pillars in practice with a facility that will continuously monitor369
the solar atmospheric magnetic field. This will be done by employing specific magneto-optical370
filters on solar telescopes that have the task to continuously and routinely monitor the lower solar371
atmosphere.372
3. The magneto-optical filter (MOF)373
This section is addressing the concept of MOF itself explaining the underlying basic idea and fre-374
quency transmission (Sec 3.1) while also showing some trial images (Sec 3.2). Given the new375
realisation context and application of MOF technology to space weather, a brief overview is376
given in order to better understand the limitations and what future options for development377
may lay ahead.378
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3.1. The MOF concept379
The magneto-optical filter (MOF) is a frequency-selecting element, which utilises the Faraday ef-380
fect: the plane of polarisation of linearly polarised light rotates as it propagates through a medium381
that has an axial magnetic field applied. Linearly polarised light can be thought of as being com-382
posed of equal amplitudes of left- (LCP) and right-hand circularly polarised light (RCP). In a cir-383
cular birefringent medium where the refractive indices for LCP and RCP are different the two com-384
ponents experience different phase shifts, resulting in a net rotation of the linear polarisation. The385
amount of optical rotation strongly dependent on the dispersion of the medium. When an atomic386
vapour is used as the dispersive medium, the Zeeman effect splits the atomic absorption lines into387
two components, σ+ and σ− transitions. Hence, the optical rotation only occurs near atomic reso-388
nances, which are intrinsically very narrow. This makes MOFs ideal instruments for filtering out389
unwanted optical background noise. It is for this reason that the MOF is employed across many390
disciplines and in solar physics it referred to as Cacciani Filter after Cimino et al. (1968), Cacciani391
and Moretti (1994), Cacciani et al. (1997a,b). In addition to solar physics, magneto-optic filters392
also find a wide range of applications in other disciplines. Examples include e.g. filtering of393
frequency-degenerate photon pairs (Zielińska et al., 2014); quantum key distribution (Shan394
et al., 2006), laser-frequency stabilisation (Miao et al., 2011; Keaveney et al., 2016; Chang395
et al., 2019); Doppler velocimetry (Bloom et al., 1993); atmospheric LIDAR (Yang et al., 2011;396



























σ- σ+or R Band
Fig. 7. A schematic illustration of the complete MOF instrument for photospheric observations. Collimated
sunlight passes through a two-stage filtering process. The filter section consists of an atomic vapour subject
to an axial magnetic field placed between crossed polarisers. The temperature of the vapour and the strength
of the magnetic field are chosen to achieve a suitable narrow transmission profile – with two wings – centred
on the atomic resonance. The second vapour cell and quarter waveplate are used to encode the transmission
of the opposite handedness of circularly polarised light into vertical and horizontally polarised light, which
are subsequently imaged by cameras CMOS1 and 2, respectively.
Figure 7 illustrates the principle of using the complete MOF instrument necessary for photo-399
spheric observations, which consists of a filter section MOF and a wing selector MOF. Examples400
of the transmission profiles through a filter section sodium MOF, for one particular input polar-401
isation, are shown in Fig. 8. A wavelength of 0 mÅ refers to the unperturbed sodium transition402
(32S 1/2 → 32P3/2), i.e. atomic resonance. Typically, the spectrum has two wings, in Fig. 8 (b), split403
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from the atomic resonance by the Zeeman effect. The wing blue-detuned from the atomic reso-404
nance, i.e. the wing on the left of 0 mÅ in Fig. 8 (b), is referred to as the blue wing (B) and the wing405
on the right of 0 mÅ is known as the red wing (R).
Fig. 8. The simulation and experiment results of the sodium MOF transmission functions. (a) and (b) show
the transmission functions of Na D MOF with a center peak and with two wing peaks, respectively. Panel (c)
shows the sodium MOF filter that has a single peak in the Fraunhofer D2 line center, enabling chromospheric
filtering. The red solid line is the Fraunhofer line and the blue and black solid line are the MOF transmission
functions.
406
Depending on the application, the transmission through the filter section MOF can be tailored to407
give desirable features. For solar chromospheric observations, a transmission that has a single peak408
centered on the atomic transition is required (Fig. 8 (a)), whereas, for both Doppler- and magnetic-409
field observations, a transmission that has two wings is necessary (Fig. 8 (b)). The transmission410
shape and passband can be tailored by choosing appropriate filter section MOF parameters - soft-411
ware has been developed by Yang et al. (2011) to optimize these parameters, which agree with412
experimental transmission profiles as shown in Fig. 8.413
For photospheric observations, where a filter section MOF transmission with two wings is nec-414
essary, a second MOF is required to extinguish the unwanted wing. This is referred to as the “Wing415
Selector MOF” in Fig. 7. The light that exits the filter section MOF, and subsequently enters the416
wing selector MOF, can be decomposed into RCP and LCP. For the red wing, the LCP component417
is absorbed by the wing selector MOF, whereas for the blue wing, the RCP component is absorbed.418
Using a quarter waveplate and polarising beam splitter (PBS) after the wing selector enables the419
LCP and RCP components to be separated, such that light in the blue wing is detected on CMOS1420
(B) and light in the red wing is detected on CMOS2 (R). Since the input polarisation to the filter421
section MOF can be set to address either σ+ or σ− transitions, there are a total of four images that422
can be taken: R+ and B+ for σ+ input and; R− and B− for σ− input.423
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Measuring vLoS and BLoS serve as strong boundary conditions for modelling solar magnetic fields,426
particularly in the lower region of the solar atmosphere where the magnetic field is highly non-427
force-free.428
3.2. Application of MOF to observing the solar atmosphere429
The MOF cell was first envisaged and used for solar applications, in particular in the context of430
observations of the lower solar atmosphere, by Cimino et al. (1968, 1970); Cacciani et al. (1990,431
1997a,b). Full disk maps of the Doppler velocity and magnetic field strength at the photosphere432
can be obtained through the use of the vapour cells coupled with polarisation active electro-optical433
components (see, e.g. Oliviero et al., 2002; Finsterle et al., 2004b; Murphy et al., 2005; Moretti434
et al., 2010; Forte et al., 2017, 2018).435
The formation height of the line center of the Fraunhofer Na D2 is in the chromosphere and436
those of the line wings are in the photosphere (Kuridze et al., 2016). The single peak MOF437
selected the line center and blocked most of the line wings of the Fraunhofer Na D2, therefore438
the chromosphere could be observed. A sodium MOF with a single peak and the sodium MOF
Fig. 9. Observing the lower solar atmosphere. The x- and y-axis represent the position in pixels. One pixel
corresponds to 0.3 Mm. The resolution of the z-axis is one tenth of the resolution of x- and y-axis. a) Left is
the visualisation of the lower solar atmosphere embracing NOAA AR 11745 (upper left sunspot group) and
NOAA AR 11744 (sunspot group in the middle-right). The bottom panel is the photospheric magnetogram,
the top panels are taken by the sodium MOF with two peaks (600 - 700 km) and single peak (800 - 850 km)
at UT20130513T030854. Because the vertical scale is much larger than the horizontal one, the bottom panel
is hardly visible. b) Right is the view from the top.
439
with two peaks were employed to observe the Sun. Fig. 9a shows a test magnetic skeleton of two440
ARs, namely ARs 11745 (upper left sunspot group) and NOAA AR 11744 (sunspot group in the441
middle-right) image of the lower solar atmosphere. The test observation is to demonstrate the442
application of a MOF-based approach of observing the lower part of the solar atmosphere with443
the two peaks MOF. Underneath the MOF image is the corresponding HMI magnetogram. The444
chromosphere was observed with the single peak MOF as seen in Fig. 9b, top view. This example445
demonstrates how the LoS component of the magnetic field can be obtained and constrained by446
observations in the most critical (optimum) height of the lower solar atmosphere. Taking such447
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images at a cadence, say 10 mins at fixed wavelengths, would enable to apply the WGM (or any448
other similar) method for flare warning.449
450
Here, we only show an example of the use of the Na D line (Uitenbroek, 2006; Kuridze451
et al., 2016) with a MOF-based solar telescope. However, other lines (e.g., K I, Ca I or even He452
10830 Å) with different formation heights (see e.g. for K I Quintero Noda et al. (2017); Ca I453
Supriya et al. (2014) and for He I Avrett et al. (1994); Leenaarts et al. (2016) ) would provide454
BLoS at further heights, yielding additional constraints on limiting the freedom of constructing the455
magnetic skeleton in the lower solar atmosphere even with PF method. Once such a skeleton is456
obtained, given that the PF methods are executable almost instantaneously, even on a modest laptop,457
approximately near real-time flare warning could be issued. This is the true strength of a MOF-based458
solar telescope, the core to SAMNet.459
4. The tuneable magneto-optical filter (T-MOF)460
Here, we now briefly discuss the novel idea of the tuneability of a MOF by changing its cell tem-461
peratures. When the tuneability capability of MOFs is fully developed, this will have important462
implications in space weather, solar and astrophysics applications. An initial application to solar463
physics is shown via a series of intensity images as a result (see Fig.10) and an associated exam-464
ple of simulations of a sample sodium MOF line width with the demonstrated effect of tuneable465
filtering (see Fig.11). The tuneability of MOF is a yet uncharted approach, while being a competi-466
tive alternative to other, well-established measuring techniques of the solar magnetic field, e.g. by467
Fabry-Perot or Lyot filters.468
Fig. 10. Observing the lower solar atmosphere by a tuneable sodium MOF application on 30 July 2013,
showing the solar intensity. The temperature of the MOF varied from 160◦ C to 220◦C. UTC time and
temperature values for each panel are labeled on the snapshots individually. The sequence of images outline
an intensity map scan descending from the mid-chromosphere downward toward the photosphere.
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During our solar observations at the SAMNet Wuhan Solar Observing Station on 30 July 2013,469
the variation of temperature of the MOF cell during the observations was tested. The initial tem-470
perature of the MOF was varied from about 160◦C to 220◦C. At the same time, the passbands471
of the wing-selector MOF may also need to be tuned (by changing the magnetic field for the472
wing selector). The associated full disk snapshots are shown in Fig.10. The snapshot in the left top473
is for the initial, lowest temperature of the MOF, and snapshot in the bottom right is for the high-474
est one. The temperature and UTC time are labeled for each snapshots. The initial chromospheric475
features are shown in the top left (Fig.10a). By varying the temperature, one scans through the476
line and arrives at observing the solar photospheric features as seen in the snapshot in bottom right477
(Fig.10h). Given the behaviour of the Na D line (see Fig.11 or Yang et al., 2011), each temperature
Fig. 11. Simulation results of transmission function for the sodium MOF. The temperature of MOF is
changed from 160◦C to 220◦C. The magnetic field is 200 mT, and the length of cell is 25 mm. The Na D2
line is from (Wallace et al., 2011).
478
of the MOF maps a relatively narrow band of the solar atmosphere. We note that with the tem-479
perature tuning capability the cadence is slightly varying when compared to observations at a480
fixed wavelength as time is now needed for the vapour to settle to its newly adjusted temperature.481
However, on average, a line -and therefore the lower solar atmosphere- can still be scanned in about482
30 mins depending on the number of line positions. This is a promising initial result and well483
suited for further constraining the much-needed magnetic skeleton of the lower solar atmosphere as484
even just intensity contours may serve to be a guidance for the computation of the local magnetic485
field strength.486
In summary, the transmission function of a given MOF with fixed atomic cell could then be487
”tuned” by changing its temperature (or, for the record, even the magnetic field) and observe differ-488
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ent heights of the Sun’s atmosphere. Note that this is equally true, though not demonstrated here, to489
other suitable MOF cells, based on other atomic vapours (e.g. K I, Ca I and He I).490
5. Realisation of MOF-based telescope for solar physics491
5.1. Solar Activity Magnetic Monitor - SAMM492
Here, after a short historic account, we briefly outline the current realisation of a MOF-based solar493
telescope that has been built on these earlier developments. This new design and developments is the494
so-called Solar Atmospheric Magnetic Monitor (SAMM) station device, that allows to observing495
routinely the solar BLoS at various heights (e.g., K I and Na D). In this section, we also describe496
very briefly the optical telescope assemblies (OTAs), cameras, etc.497
5.1.1. Heritage Context498
Agnelli et al. (1975, 1976) introduced preliminary observations by the MOF Na D lines and499
obtained one of the first images of the Sun by this technology on 11 May 1974 at UT11:40 (see500
their Fig 5a.). The specific idea of measuring lower solar atmospheric velocities was further501
explored by Cacciani and Fofi (1978) and it was applied to measuring the Doppler signatures of502
the global solar acoustic (p) modes (e.g. Rhodes et al., 1984; Tomczyk et al., 1993, 1995). In these503
papers, the practical realisation of the working principles of a MOF-based instrument, earlier only504
shown in theory by e.g. Cimino et al. (1968, 1970), Beckers (1970), Beckers and Wagner (1970)505
and Cacciani et al. (1971), was described in details with the associated transmission profiles. These506
pioneering studies were among the first to actually demonstrate how the underlying MOF-based507
concept can be put for real solar observations.508
509
VAMOS (Velocity And Magnetic Observations of the Sun) - a solar atmospheric MOF imager,510
based on Cacciani and Fofi (1978); Moretti et al. (1997), has emerged some decades later. The first511
version of this instrument (Cacciani et al., 1997a; Moretti et al., 1997) with two sodium vapour cells512
observed in the Na I D lines (Oliviero et al., 1998a,b). A newer 40 cm aperture telescope with two513
potassium vapour cells became operational in May 1999 located at the Capodimonte Observatory514
(see Severino et al. (2001) or Fig. 12 in Oliviero et al. (2002) ). VAMOS obtained high-cadence
Fig. 12. VAMOS at the Capodimonte Observatory, Italy. Adopted from Oliviero et al. (2002).
515
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observations of the Sun’s intensity, velocity and longitudinal magnetic field component at the516
photospheric level at the K I 769.9 nm line formation height. The instrument’s main characteristics517
are listed in Table I of Oliviero et al. (2002).518
519
MOTH-II (Magneto-Optical Filter at Two Heights) - One of the earliest manifestations of520
developing a MOF-based solar telescope was the MOTH Doppler-magnetograph, upgraded521
to MOTH-II with two identical instruments, except the actual MOF cells and the narrowband522
interference filters. The MOTH device is described in Finsterle et al. (2004a), and a good overview523
can also be found here. The concept of MOTH-II is identical to prototype SAMM’s: deliver with a524
pair of, in this case, 20 cm aperture OTAs measured full disk Dopplergrams and magnetograms at525
two heights in the lower solar atmosphere. The K I line is used for photospheric and Na D2 line for526
lower chromospheric measurements. About the data pipeline and the superb observational results527
see Forte et al. (in this volume) and here. Excellent applications, e.g. three-dimensional topography528
of the solar chromospheric canopy (see Finsterle et al., 2004b), the observing of traveling acoustic529
waves in the lower solar atmosphere (Haberreiter et al., 2007), or even potential space-based530
applications (Stangalini et al., 2011) all demonstrate the power of acquiring the magnetised lower531
solar atmosphere by MOF-based solar instrumentation.532
533
SAMM - The technical realisation led by Avalon Instruments, supported by an initial start-up534
incentive from the Ministero per lo Sviluppo Economico (Ministry for Economic Development,535
MiE), Italy and additional supports from the UK (via STFC, U of Sheffield and QUB) as well536
as from Hungary, the very first stage of a further proof-of-concept dual-channel robotic telescope537
has already been initiated, designed, built and commissioned with 2 OTAs (using K I and Na D538
MOFs, see for the technical details at Stangalini et al. (2018) and hspf.eu/filters.html). This539
2xOTA solar telescope is a scaled-down version of the full SAMM concept (see images on the right540
of Table 1) with the aim of demonstrating synoptic data provision only at two heights in the lower541
regions of the chromosphere (see the top two rows left of Table 1 for the line, wavelength, formation542
height range and diffraction limit).
Line Wavelength Height Diffraction limit
[nm] km resolution [km]
K I 770 3-400 0,71
Na D1 590 6-700 0.54
Ca I 422 1000 0.39
He I 1083 1900 1.19
Table 1. Left: Wavelengths and indicative formation heights of the K I, Na D1, Ca I and He I 1083 chromo-
spheric lines. Right: Snapshot of the scaled-down SAMM prototype telescope at various stages of its design
and development.
543
The prototype scaled-down SAMM observatory is an enclosure measuring approximately 2m544
on each side. Given its size, there is an enabled flexibility of portability making it suitable of an545
easy deployment, although this latter feature is more a bonus as opposed to being an essential546
requirement. Irrespective of its size, SAMM is provided with a mini-weather station, including rain547
sensors and a built-in internal camera for a secure remote surveillance of operations. In case of loss548
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of power or unfavourable weather conditions automated closure of the dome will take place within549
about a minute thanks to a backup battery and UPS that can provide operation for up to 20 minutes.550
SAMM’s own computer unit provides control of both the sentinel and the instrumentation as well.551
The computer system is a standard PC, currently an Intel Xeon X5560 with dual CPUs at 2.80 GHz552
for a total of 8 cores, with 24 GB of RAM installed (see Stangalini et al., 2018). For the sull-scale553
SAMM the computer system needs to be updated e.g. with Intel NUCs or similar.554
This robotic test instrument, when fully operational, is hosted at Gyula Bay Zoltan Solar555
Observatory (GSO), the scientific and operational HQ of SAMNet, thanks to an open-ended long-556
term agreement of in-kind support secured from the Local Govt. at Gyula (Hungary). The robotic557
dome, now capable of hosting the 2-channel scaled-down version of the current version of the558
SAMM unit master station and associated initial data processing facilities (currently 64 TB) is un-559
der calibration testing at its developer’s site (DS Group Headquarters, Aprilia, Rome, Italy).
Fig. 13. SAMM at DS Group HQ, Aprilia, Rome, Italy in May 2017.
560
5.2. Expanding the capabilities of SAMM561
Currently, there are two potential developments to expand the monitoring capabilities of a SAMM562
station in order to survey the magnetic field and large-scale dynamics in the solar atmosphere. An563
option is to add another OTAs equipped with Ca I or He 1083 MOF capability for measuring the564
LoS component of the chromospheric magnetic field about one Mm (Ca I) and 1.9 Mm (He 1083)565
above the solar photosphere. The He MOF is rather challenging (see Murphy et al., 2005) but the566
Ca I MOF for SAMNet is under development (see Sec. 5.2.1). Another option is to mount coron-567
agraphy capabilities as a 3rd or 4th OTA, based on the heritage and design of the High-resolution568
Spectrometer for Coronal Emission Lines (HISCEL) instrument with polarimetry capability. The569
HISCEL development is led by Aberystwyth University, and up-to date information is here. This570
would enable obtaining imaging and velocity information above limb for CMEs lifted off the solar571
atmosphere.572
5.2.1. The Ca I MOF cell573
Potassium and sodium MOFs are routinely used in solar studies, however, to the best of our574
knowledge, there is currently limited application of the Ca-I MOF to solar physics. Although575
the Ca-I MOF is already commercially available (e.g. at Mojave Solar) and is occasionally576
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Fig. 14. Graphs showing computed properties of a calcium MOF utilising the Ca(4p1P1 − 4s1S 0) transition
at 422 nm. The abscissa is detuning – difference between the frequency of the light and the atomic resonant
frequency – in units of the Doppler width, ∆νD. An applied external magnetic field leads to a splitting of
the upper state’s energy level through the Zeeman effect. Graph a) shows the absorption profiles, α+ and
α−, for the circular polarisations of the signal light, LHC that drives σ+ transitions, and RHC that drives σ−
transitions, respectively. The magnetic field strength is 0.04 T, and the temperature T = 720 K. In b) the
corresponding dispersion profiles are plotted for the σ+ and σ− transitions for a cell of length 50 mm. The
Faraday rotation angle, δ(ν), is plotted in c) for varying magnetic field strength. Note that optical rotations of
the order, or greater than, π are generated for these parameters, as is necessary for efficient atomic filtering.
In d) the transmission profile is calculated for each of the associated Faraday rotation angles in c). The
characteristic two-wing spectral profile is evident.
used to observe the Sun, there is no routine synoptic observing implementation. The appli-577
cation of a Ca-I MOF to expand the surveying range of the lower solar atmosphere of a SAMM578
sentinel would be a real advantage, because the magnetically-sensitive Ca-I line has a formation579
height that is about one Mm above the solar surface (Supriya et al., 2014). Observations of BLoS580
at these height ranges would further constrain the construction of the 3D magnetic skeletons of581
ARs, irrespective of whether there is a small overlap with the formation height of the Na D582
line. Therefore, this would have the additional benefit of improving our capability of delivering583
additional lead-time gains even further. Moreover, a calcium MOF allows observations of the584
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extremely interesting chromospheric layers of the solar atmosphere where the plasma-beta is ap-585
proximately one. Ultimately, observing the three different magnetically-sensitive spectral lines (one586
photospheric and two chromospheric, see Table 1), it is clear that SAMM would produce superior,587
multi-height synoptic LoS magnetograms.588
A calcium filter section MOF (see Fig. 7 for descriptor reference) was simulated utilising the Ca589
(4p1P1−4s1S 0) strong transition at 422 nm, using an axial magnetic field strength of B = 0.04 T,590
a cell length of 50 mm and a vapour temperature of T = 720 K (Fig. 14). As outlined in sec-591
tion 3.1, the input polarisation of light, i.e. LCP or RCP, determines whether σ+ or σ− transi-592
tions are addressed, respectively (Adams and Hughes, 2019). Figure 14 a) shows the computed593
absorption coefficients, α±, for LCP and RCP as a function of detuning (the difference between594
the frequency of the light and the atomic resonant frequency) in units of the Doppler width, ∆νD.595
Also shown are the corresponding refractive indices n± (Fig. 14 (b)), whereby the differences596
in the absorption and refractive index curves, with respect to LCP and RCP, lead to optical597
rotation, δ(ν), (Fig. 14 (b)) and filtering effects (Fig. 14 (d)), which are evidently dependent on598
magnetic field strength. The characteristic two-wing spectral profile is evident in (Fig. 14 (d)),599
which is necessary in photospheric studies. Further simulations have shown a sensitivity to the600
vapour temperature and, correspondingly, the number density of the atoms in the cell as well,601
since this is calculated as a function of temperature (Lide, 1995). Through use of computational602
optimisation procedures we can determine filter parameters that are optimum for our applications603
of interest (Keaveney et al., 2018).604
6. SAMNet - Solar Activity Monitor Network605
6.1. The SAMNet concept606
In support of the successful latest development of applying MOF-based technology to solar607
observation, the Solar Activity Monitor Network was formed of individual identical Solar608
Activity Magnetic Monitor (SAMM) solar telescope stations at each partner site when at full609
capacity. Current international scientific partners with various levels of support and with prin-610
cipal interest include Kanzelhöhe Solar Observatory (Austria); NAOC Beijing, Huairou Solar611
Observatory, Mingantu Radio Observatory, USTC Hefei, Yunnan Astronomical Observatory,612
Xinjiang Astronomical Observatory and Innovation Academy for Precision Measurement Science613
and Technology (China); National U of Colombia, Bogotá (Colombia); Hvar Observatory (Croatia);614
Abastumani Astrophysical Observatory (Georgia); Eötvös U Budapest and the Hungarian Solar615
Physics Foundation (Hungary); IIA Bangalore (India); Catania Astrophysical Observatory, Rome616
Astronomical Observatory (Italy); Pulkovo Observatory, Kislovodsk (Russia); Astronomical617
Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences, Tatranská Lomnica (Slovakia); GONG site at618
Big Bear Solar Observatory (BBSO) and the Sunspot Solar Observatory of New Mexico State619
University (USA). The instrumentation suit may be supplied by Dal Sasso - Avalon srl (Rome,620
Italy) although alternative options are considered too. In order to achieve maximum performance621
without spending considerable effort on instrumental cross-calibration across the sentinel stations,622
it is a highly desired requirement -though not necessary- to have identically built SAMM stations623
at all partner sites. For the geographic distribution of the current SAMNet solar observatory624
partners see Fig. 15. A brief summary about the geographic location of the partner observatories625
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comprising SAMNet see Table 2. In addition, additional UK expertise (Durham University, QUB,626
U. of Aberystwyth, UCL/MSSL) with solar technology know-how have also joined the network.627
628
Name Abbrev Lat Long Alt (m) Instrument
Abastumani Astrophys. Obs. AAO N41◦ 45’ 15” E42◦ 49’ 10” 1,650 530 mm Lyot cor
115 mm Lyot cor
dual Ch-Ph telescope
Big Bear Solar Observatory BBSO N34.2614◦ W116.9212◦ 2,000 GONG Network
Fuxian Solar Observatory FSO N24◦ 34’ 48” E102◦ 57’ 01” 1,720 NVST Liu et al. (2014)
N29◦ 09’ 01” E100◦ 04’ 13” 4,700 CGST Deng (2011)
Huairou Solar Obs. Station HSOS N40.32◦ E116.62◦ 64 35 cm SMFT, 60 cm StCT
10 cm Fe I vector m.f.
20 cm H-alpha full disk
Mingantu Observing Base MOB N42◦ 12’ E115◦ 15’ 1,365 MUSER Yan et al. (2009, 2021)
ISP Yan et al. (2018)
Nanshan Station NS N43.8◦ E87.1◦ 2,080 H-alpha with Lyot filter
Wuhan Solar Obs. Station WSOS N30◦ 31’ 54” E114◦ 21’ 26” 80 Na and K MOFs
Nat. Astron. Obs. Colombia NAO N4◦ 38’ 23” W74◦ 05’ 00” 2,600 FiCoRI
Gyula Bay Zoltán Sol. Obs. GSO N46.649257◦ E21.269346◦ 87 SAMM master
SAMNet HQ
Hvar Observatory HO N43◦ 10’ 38.14” E16◦ 26’ 56.29” 240 21.7/13 cm Ph/Ch-doublet
Indian Astron. Obs. (Leh) IAO N33◦ 43’ 59” E78◦ 53’ 48” 4,500 NLST Hasan et al. (2010)
Hα Ravindra et al. (2018)
Catania Astrophys. Obs. INAF-OACT N37◦ 31’ 43.71” E15◦ 04’ 17.38” 197 150-mm Cook ref.
150-mm Hα Lyot
Global High-Res. Hα Network
Kanzelhöhe Observatory KSO N46◦ 40.7’ E13◦ 54.1’ 1,526 Patrol telescope sys.
N E Hα, Ca II
Global High-Res. Hα Network
Kislovodsk Mountain Astron. Station KMSA N43◦ 44.77’ E42◦ 31.42’ 2,070 53 and 20 cm coronagraph
N E STOP telescope
Lomnicky Stit Observatory LSO N49◦ 11’ 42.53” E20◦ 12’ 47.43” 2,634 CoMP-S
Kucera et al. (2010)
Sunspot Solar Observatory SSO) N32.5◦ W105.5◦ 2,807 Dunn Solar Telescope
Table 2. List of SAMNet partner observatories with their name, abbreviation, longitude, latitude, altitude
and reference to solar instrumentation (if applicable). For FiCoRI see Guevara Gómez et al. (2017), for KSO
see Pötzi et al. (2015, 2016, 2018); Veronig and Pötzi (2016) for the ESA Space Situational Awareness (SSA)
programme. For KMAS see here, and for their observational data here.
SAMNet is now a UK-led international network with its scientific and observing HQ at Gyula629
Bay Zoltan Solar Observatory (GSO, see Tables 2 for some basic information) under the auspices630
of HSPF. Once at its peak performance, SAMNet will continuously monitor the Sun’s magnetic and631
velocity fields both in the lower solar atmosphere (from photosphere to upper chromosphere) using632
a set of identical SAMM sentinel stations equipped with a range of magneto-optical filters (MOFs).633
Sentinels with suitable observing conditions will also have HISCEL-based set of coronagraph-634
mounted spectrograph as well imaging the low corona by means of a number of coronal visible635
lines in order to636
– provide advanced warning of adverse space-weather events in the form of solar flares or coronal637
mass ejections (CMEs) that threaten our high-tech civilisation and the technosphere;638
– provide advanced warning of the arrival of CMEs that are already formed and lifted off the solar639
surface; and640
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– provide much sought-after continuous synoptic maps (e.g., LoS magnetic and velocity fields,641
intensity) of the lower solar atmosphere.642
The flare and CME onset warning is based on the WGM method as outlined in Sec. 2, while643
the CME arrival will be predicted routinely using a new tool, CME Arrival Time Prediction using644
Machine Learning Algorithms (CAT-PUMA), developed by Liu et al. (2018). Even if only low645
corona imaging observations are available, prediction of CME arrival at L1 is still expected as646
demonstrated by e.g. Wang et al. (2019).647
The Consortium of 23 partners from observatories, academia and industry is committed to inves-648
tigate the feasibility, design and when funding is secured to develop its fully-robotic SAMM station649
system, from dome to fully equipped OTA system. A sentinel may then incorporate (i) magneto-650
optical filter (MOF) technology and (ii) a coronagraph equipped with a multi-channel spectrograph651
working in the visible wavelength domain. The technological realisation is associated with the de-652
velopment of the necessary fully automated flare/CME forecast data-processing algorithms. The653
minimum baseline of a functioning network is a set of SAMM prototypes that consist of a four-654
strong sentinel station network complemented with the associated fully automated network data655
processing and control algorithms. Ideally, these four stations would be separated by about 90656
degrees in longitude what would mean a 6-hr long time span of active observation per station.657
Any longer active observation would result in overlap with the added benefit of cross-checking658
instrument performances.659
Fig. 15. Potential host sites for future SAMNet sentinels (see Table 2 for further facility details). The blue
marks highlight sentinels with about 5-8 hrs time zone differences to indicate where a coronagraph could be
added as 4th OTA. Yellow marks are potential future expansion sites.
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6.2. The SAMNet sentinel660
Each SAMNet station will host a sentinel, a fully-automated telescope that will monitor the Sun661
using multiple instruments. These sentinels will be connected to form a global network to provide662
24-hour solar monitoring. Building on the existing scaled-down SAMM prototype telescope (see663
Sec. 5.1), here we present an initial design outline for the SAMNet sentinel. Developing a com-664
mon design simplifies the deployment of new stations in the network, as well as ensuring that all665
observations will be compatible regardless of which station they originated from.666
6.2.1. Sentinel hardware667
In order to achieve simultaneous observations of solar active regions at multiple depths, each668
sentinel will comprise of a single robotic mount with multiple ”unit telescopes” (UTs). For sen-669
tinels, the components include the various identical elements that support the assembly and electro-670
mechanical stability, powering of the astronomical equipment, supply of resources and the basic671
conditions for the operation and protection of the observatory (power, tower, dome, weather moni-672
toring, mount, tracking, optics, MOF detectors, camera, data acquisition, processing, data transmis-673
sion, remote control and automation).674
As described in Sec. 5.1, the existing prototype has two unit telescopes with two SAMM MOF units675
observing the K I and Na D lines. The sentinels used by SAMNet will expand on this to hold at676
least three such unit telescopes, including the existing K and Na units alongside the proposed Ca677
MOF under development (see Sec. 5.2.1). The unit telescopes will be aligned to point at the same678
position, and small guide camera will also be mounted on-axis to ensure the mount reliably tracks679
the Sun. The potential exists to expand this modular design to include a forth unit telescope, either680
holding another MOF unit (e.g. He 1083) or a coronagaph-mounted spectrograph.681
It is proposed that the SAMNet sentinels will use a similar hardware to their prototype: an array of682
Celestron OTAs with Baader ND filters, attached to an Astelco mount. The mount may vary subject683
to the local circumstances at a given station location. By using off-the-shelf hardware as much as684
possible costs can be reduced and focused on improving the performance of the MOF instruments.685
The complete SAMNet sentinel node will also include a robotic dome and weather-monitoring686
stations, to ensure the dome remains closed when the weather is poor.687
6.2.2. Control software688
Each SAMNet sentinel will be fully-automated, using custom software that autonomously manages689
the telescope hardware and daily operations. The proposed system will be based on the control sys-690
tem developed for the Gravitational-wave Optical Transient Observer (GOTO) observatory (Dyer691
et al., 2018). The GOTO project uses very similar hardware design to that proposed for SAMNet:692
each GOTO mount has eight unit telescopes, and multiple mounts across the world are connected693
to form a global network. The control software will comprise of multiple independent control dae-694
mons which are supervised by a master control program known as the “pilot”. An initial design for695
the core software architecture is shown in Fig. 16.696
The primary elements of the control system will be the hardware daemons. A daemon is com-697
puter program that runs as a background process, and each category of hardware has a dedicated698
control daemon. For example, the dome and mount daemons send commands to the dome and699
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Fig. 16. Proposed control software architecture for a SAMNet sentinel.
mount respectively, while the camera daemon centralises commands to all cameras across the three700
unit telescopes to ensure exposures are synchronised. Each daemon will monitor its associated hard-701
ware and then execute commands when received via a command line script, or, in robotic mode,702
from the pilot. The pilot is the program in overall control of each sentinel when it is operating in703
robotic mode. During the day the pilot will ensure observations are carried out as required, by is-704
suing commands the hardware daemons. The final program will be the conditions monitor, which705
continuously monitors local weather stations and other system conditions. Should the weather turn706
bad or other problems occur the conditions monitor will instruct the pilot to pause and close the707
dome until it is clear to resume observations.708
Fig. 17. A schematic design of multiple SAMNet nodes, expanding on Fig. 16.
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6.3. Forming a global network709
The central concept of the SAMNet network is to deploy multiple identical sentinels at sites across710
the Globe. This will make it possible to continuously monitor the Sun for any possible activity, and711
to issue alerts with as much notice as possible. Each SAMNet site will host one of the sentinels712
described in Sect. 6.2, and therefore each sentinel is designed to act as a single node in the wider713
network. As described in Sect. 6.1 least four sites spread equally across the Globe are planned714
for 24-hour coverage of the Sun, however, any additional sites will provide redundancy for poor715
weather or other problems. Fig. 15 shows potential host sites proposed by the existing SAMNet716
partners, each of these sites are listed in Table 2.717
Figure 17 shows how each sentinel will transfer images back to the central server for processing.718
Once the images are transferred, they will be made science-ready and stored at the Sheffield Solar719
Catalogue (SSC). There, they will be contoured and automatically evaluated by the WGM method720
for flare warning. Warning will be issued with probabilities at 6, 12, 18 and 24 hours lead times for721
a given geographic longitude. The method itself, when applied to photospheric data is capable of722
forecasting with an about 2-hr lead time at very high accuracy (subject to selection criteria). Using723
the 3D magnetic skeleton data thanks to a SAMM sentinel output at a given longitude, there would724
be an additional 2-8 hrs gain in lead time. However, since there is a deployment of SAMMs around725
the Globe, the lead time may be further improved at a fixed geographic location by a further up to726
16 hrs. The total aggregated gain in flare warning would therefore be between 20-26 hrs.727
7. Conclusions728
The Sun is the main driver of adverse space weather that causes substantial socioeconomic im-729
pact at Earth. This includes both direct effects on specific industry sectors (such as electric power,730
spacecraft and aviation industries) and indirect effects on dependent infrastructures (such as po-731
sitioning and navigation systems, oil/gas pipelines and financial services). The Lloyd’s insurance732
threat-assessment 2013 report concluded that extreme space weather events would cause USD2.6733
trillion damage, and the Space Studies Board, a unit of the National Research Council USA, that734
full recovery would take 4-10 years (see here). Superstorms aside, however, the ‘nominal’ space735
weather causes an economic loss of Eur10 billion per annum (Schrijver, 2015).736
The network of full 3(+1)-channel SAMM instruments, with SAMNet’s cutting-edge MOF and737
possible coronagraph instrumentation technology, would provide significant improvements to the738
forecasting of the valiant solar eruptions – the main driver of the extreme space weather events on739
Earth. This forecast would enable society to take preventive steps to significantly lower the impact740
of solar eruptions on our technological infrastructure. The mitigation may take place by means741
based of measuring the LoS components of the solar magnetic and velocity fields in the lower742
solar atmosphere. In his paper, on page 21, Beckers (1971) says ”The magnetic field is however743
one of the, if not the, most important physical quantity in the observable solar atmosphere. Its744
measurement by any available method is therefore of the greatest importance”. SAMNets with745
its full-scale SAMM sentinel suit is proposed exactly in this spirit. A single SAMM instrument746
has a relatively low cost and it requires a modest size telescope. Potentially, this could allow a747
much broader participation in the SAMMNet especially from the Nations with modest budgets for748
their national science research including countries in African and South American continents. The749
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instruments could also play a significant role in training the next generation of scientists and the750
engineers.751
752
SAMNet at its full capacity will yield, for the first time, the foundations of an integrated753
global space-weather prediction service to mitigate the destructive consequences of space weather.754
Further, MOF cell spectroscopy has additional wide range of applications from atomic physics,755
frequency stabilisation in areas such as laser cooling and trapping, high-precision frequency756
meteorology, remote temperature sensing, atmospheric LIDAR, Doppler velocimetry, optical757
communications and quantum key distribution in free space, quantum optics, missile defense to758
navy, to name a few. Most industrial experiments are carried out using the heavier alkali metals,759
however, there is now a clear rise in applying lighter elements, like Ca.760
761
In the context of other current and future solar observations, SAMM sentinels with their762
MOF-based sensors and additional coronagraphy instrumentation will also complement data from763
other space- and ground-based instruments (e.g. the L5 Lagrange mission). In particular, for764
space-based operational facilities SAMNet will be an ideal, low-cost easy to maintain facility with765
no telemetry issues.766
767
Obtaining information about lower solar atmospheric magnetic fields, the likely hotbeds of768
solar eruptions, is often a bottleneck. In particular, there is a clear canopy effect in chromospheric769
magnetograms, which could be difficult to interpret for modelling input having just LoS observa-770
tions. With SAMM one will be able to investigate and evaluate how the uncertainties the canopy771
introduces may effect the accuracy of the forecasting capability.772
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